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n  .Let F be the variety of full flags in C and let G s GL C . Suppose u is an
unipotent element in G and let F denote the subvariety of F consisting of flagsu
fixed by u. We define an involution, r, of F , and investigate its properties. It isu
known that if u is in Jordan form, then there is a right cell, C, in S canonicallyn
associated with u, and that C indexes the irreducible components of F . In thisu
paper, the elements in C are characterized in several ways. These characterizations
are used to determine the action of r on the set of irreducible components of Fu
and to show that r is the restriction to C of an involution of the generic Hecke
algebra defined by Mathas. It is also shown that r intertwines maps from F to theu
set of standard Young tableaux defined by Spaltenstein and Steinberg. Q 1996
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
We fix n a positive integer and let F be the variety of full flags in C n.
 .Then putting G s GL C , we have that G acts on F. Suppose u is an
unipotent element in G; then F will denote the subvariety of F consistingu
of flags fixed by u. In this paper we will define an involution, r, of F andu
investigate its properties. In particular we will determine the action of r
on the set of irreducible components of F and relate r to an involution ofu
w xthe generic Hecke algebra of type A defined by Mathas 7 . In a futureny1
paper these results will be applied to study the relationship between
Springer representations of the symmetric group and the W-graph repre-
sentations of the generic Hecke algebra of type A .ny1
Replacing u by any conjugate does not affect the isomorphism type of
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form and l is the partition of n that gives the sizes of the Jordan blocks
of u.
w xIn 2, Section 4 it was shown that the irreducible components of F canu
be canonically indexed by the elements in a certain right cell, C l, in the
symmetric group S . In the present paper we will give several alternaten
characterizations of the elements in C l. In particular, we will show that
C l is an interval in the weak order on S . We will then use ourn
description of the elements in C l to describe r explicitly.
w x w xSpaltenstein 9 and Steinberg 13 have defined maps p and p 9 from Fu
to the set of standard Young tableaux with shape l. Roughly speaking, if
F is a flag, then p is defined recursively by considering the line in F, and
p 9 is defined recursively by considering the hyperplane on F. The closures
of the fibres of p and p 9 are the irreducible components of F , and p andu
p 9 determine bijections from the set of irreducible components of F tou
the set of standard Young tableaux with shape l. Thus we may consider p
and p 9 as functions on C l. In the course of understanding the effect of r
on the set of irreducible components of F , we will show that p , p 9, and ru
are related by p 9r s p . This answers a question left open by Spaltenstein
w x10, II.5.21 .
wLet H be the generic Hecke algebra of type A . Mathas 7, Theoremny1
x3.1 has shown that right multiplication in H by the standard basis element
corresponding to the longest word in W induces an involution, r, on everyÄ
right cell in W. Using his results in conjunction with our combinatorial
description of r, we show that r s r. Thus, our geometrically definedÄ
involution is related to the ring structure of H.
Now let B be the variety of Borel subgroups of G, so G acts naturally
on B by conjugation. Let B be the subvariety of B consisting of Borelu
subgroups that contain u. Then, the function which associates each flag
with its stabilizer defines a G-equivariant isomorphism from F to B which
carries F to B .u u
w x w xSpringer 11 and Lusztig 5 have defined an action of S on then
 .cohomology, H* B . It is known that the top nonvanishing cohomologyu
group affords an irreducible representation of S , and as u varies over then
conjugacy classes of G, all irreducible representations of S arise. More-n
over, Alvis and Lusztig have shown that if, as above, u is in Jordan form
 .with shape l, then H* B affords the permutation representation of Su n
determined by the Young subgroup of S of type l. It is known that then
 . w xcohomology classes in H* B are all represented by algebraic cycles 1 .u
Thus a knowledge of the geometric structure of B is related to theu
representation theory of S . On the other hand, the representation theoryn
of H is related to the representation theory of S by the work of Kazhdann
w x land Lusztig 3 . In a future paper we will use our results on C and r to
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show that a natural subalgebra of H, which depends on l, is closely related
to the geometry of B .u
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe
precisely the notation we will use and give the characterizations of the
elements in C l, and in Section 3 we define r and prove the results
discussed above. In the Appendix, we give a purely combinatorial proof,
due to Matthew Dyer, of one of the characterizations of elements in C l
proved in Section 2. In particular, his combinatorial arguments give an
alternate proof of the results stated in Proposition 2.2 and Theorem 2.6,
circumventing the somewhat technical, geometric arguments in our proofs
of these results.
 .Finally, we note that while we consider only the case G s GL C in thisn
paper, with a little care the analog of the involution of G that gives rise to
r may be defined for any reductive algebraic group. Then, if u is a regular
unipotent element in a standard Levi subgroup of G, the arguments in
Section 3 are easily adapted to define an involution of the set of irre-
ducible components of B . Since we have no application at the momentu
for the construction in this generality, we leave it as an exercise for the
interested reader.
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF C l
In this section we will establish the notation that will be used in the rest
of the paper and give various characterizations of the elements in C l.
Let B denote the subgroup of G consisting of upper triangular matrices,
let H denote the subgroup of diagonal matrices, and let U denote the
unipotent radical of B. Thus B is a Borel subgroup of G and H is a
maximal torus in B. Let W denote the set of permutation matrices, so W is
the Weyl group of G with respect to H and W is isomorphic to the
symmetric group S . Given w g W we will identify w with a permutationn
 .  .by the rule w j s i if the i, j -entry, w , of w is 1. Let S be the set ofi, j
 .adjacent transpositions in W, so W, S is a Coxeter system. We will let F
 .  .resp. l denote the Bruhat order resp. the length function on W deter-
mined by S. Let w be the longest element in W.0
 .Fix a partition, l, of n, say l s l , . . . , l with l G ??? G l ) 0.1 a 1 a
Define s s 0 and for 1 F p F a define s s l q ??? ql . We will use0 p 1 p
w xthe notation of 8 for Young diagrams, Young tableaux, and related
notions. Let SYT denote the set of all standard Young tableaux and let
SYT denote the set of all standard Young tableaux with shape l. Also, letl
P: W ª SYT be the Robinson]Schensted map. Let T l be the standard
Young tableau whose pth row is s q 1, s q 2, . . . , s .py1 py1 p
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Let u be the upper triangular unipotent matrix in Jordan form whosel
ith Jordan block has size l and let L be the subgroup of G consisting ofi l
block diagonal matrices having sizes l , . . . , l . Then L is a standard Levi1 a l
factor and u is a regular unipotent element in L .l l
 . < 4 q  . < 4Next, let F s i, j 1 F i / j F n and let F s i, j g F i - j . No-
 .  .tice that F may be identified with the root system of G, H by i, j ¬ a ,i, j
 . y1  . qwhere a h s h h for h s h in H, and F corresponds to thei, j i, i j, j i, j
positive system determined by B. We will denote elements of F either by
small Greek letters a , b , . . . , or by pairs of integers, depending on which
is more suggestive in a given instance. Recall that Fq is a groupoid with
 .  .  .Ç Çoperation q defined by i, j q j, k s i, k .
In order to simplify the notation somewhat, we define s s s q 1 forÄp py1
 . < 41 F p F a. Set P s i, i q 1 g F s F i F s for some p , so P cor-Äl p p l
responds to the set of simple roots in L .l
For later use we need to define several subsets of Fq that depend on l.
 . q<Suppose 1 F p - q F a. Define F s i, j g F s F i F s and s FÄ Äp, q p p q
4  . < 4j F s , C s i, j g F j y i F s y s , and C s @ C .q p, q p, q q p 1F p- q F a p, q
Let W be the Weyl group of L with respect to H and let W l denotel l
the set of minimal length right coset representatives of W in W, so w is inl
l y1 . y1 .  .W if and only if w i - w i q 1 for all i, i q 1 g P . Let w bel l
the longest element in W and let C l be the right cell in W containingl
w w .l 0
With this notation, we will identify B with GrB via gBgy1 ¬ gB. Then
 < y1 4B is identified with gB g u g g B . For w in W let O be the B orbitu l wl wof wB in GrB. Put V s B l O and X s V . It is shown in 2,w u w w wlx lLemma 2.2 that V is nonempty, if and only if w is in W , and that thew
irreducible components of B are the X with w g C l.u wl
l w xOur first characterization of C is a reformulation of results in 2, 3 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let w be in W. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 . l1 w g C ,
 .2 dim X s dim B , andw u
 .  . l3 P w s T .
 .  . w xProof. The equivalence of 1 and 2 is shown in 2, Section 4 and the
 .  . w x  . lequivalence of 1 and 3 follows from 3, Section 5 since P w w s T .l 0
 .  . q<  .  .4  . <  . <For w g W, define N w s i, j g F w i ) w j , so l w s N w .
 y1 .PROPOSITION 2.2. There is a unique element, x , in W with N x s C.l l
w xProof. By a result of Kostant 4, Proposition 5.10 it suffices to show
q Çthat C and F _ C are both closed under q, which is an easy conse-
quence of the definitions.
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 X X .Remark. Let l9 be the partition of n dual to l, so l9 s l , l , . . . .1 2
Put s X s 0 and for p ) 0 define s X s lX q ??? qlX . Using Theorem 2.10,0 p 1 p
 4 it is easily seen that x is the permutation of 1, . . . , n given by x n yl l
X . Xs q k s s y j q 1.by jq1 l ykq1j
Our next aim is to show that x g C l. We will do this by showing thatl
w xdim V s dim B using the argument in the proof of 2, Theorem 3.4 .x ul l
 y1 .PROPOSITION 2.3. If x is the element in W with N x s C, then x isl l l
in C l.
 .  .Proof. For i, j in F let e be the matrix whose i, j -entry is 1 andi, j
 .  .  .  .whose k, l -entry is 0 for k, l / i, j . Define x : C ª G by x j si, j i, j
 .   . .1 q j e and define x : G ª C by x g s g the i, j -entry of G .Ç Çi, j i, j i, j i, j
 < . 4Then x i, j g C is a set of coordinate functions for the affine spaceÇi, j
y  < y1 4y1U s u g U x ux is lower triangular . Since subtracting the identityx l ll
matrix is a G-equivariant isomorphism from the variety of unipotent
 .  .elements in GL C to the variety of nilpotent elements in gl C and then n
 .  .adjoint action of GL C on gl C is given by conjugation, it follows thatn n
 y < y1 . 4y1V can be identified with u g U u u y 1 u is upper triangular . Forx x ll ly  . q y1 .y1u in U and i, j g F define f : U ª C by u u y 1 u sx i, j ll
 .q f u e . Then each f is a polynomial in the x 's and V canÇ i, j.g F i, j i, j i, j i, j xl
 < . 4 yy1be identified with the set of common zeroes of f i, j g C in U .i, j xl
X  . < 4For 1 F p - q F a define C s i, j g C j y i - s y s and putp, q p, q q p
X  .C9 s @ C . The following lemmas will show that if i, j g C,1F p- q F a p, q
 .then f is in the ideal generated by the x 's with i, j g C9. Assume forÇi, j i, j
the moment that this is indeed the case. Then, if Z denotes the set of
 < . 4 yy1common zeroes of x i, j g C9 in U , it follows that Z is a subvarietyÇi, j xl
< < wof V . But dim Z s C _ C9 s  l , and Steinberg 12, Sectionx 1F p- q F a qlx5 has shown that this last sum is dim B . Thus, dim V s dim X G B ,u x x ul l l l
so dim X s dim B and x g C l.x u ll l
 .It remains to show that if i, j g C, then f is in the ideal generatedi, j
 . w xby the x 's with i, j g C9. It is shown in 2, Lemma 3.1 that ifÇi, j
 . qg s i, j g F , then
f s j x ??? x , 2.4 .Ç Çg b , . . . , b b b1 m 1 m
 4  .where j g C _ 0 and the sum is over all tuples a , b , . . . , bb , . . . , b 1 m1 m
satisfying
 .1 a g P ,l
 .  y1 .2 b g N x s C for 1 F i F m,i l
 . qÇ Ç Ç3 a q b q ??? qb g F for 1 F i F m, and1 i
 . Ç Ç Ç4 g s a q b q ??? qb .1 m
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Moreover, j can be explicitly determined, and in the case ofb , . . . , b1 m
 .G s GL C we have j s "1.n b , . . . , b1 m
Ç Ç ÇLEMMA 2.5. Suppose g g C and g s a q b q ??? qb with a g P ,p, q 1 m l
Ç Ç Ç qb g C for 1 F i F m, and a q b q ??? qb g F for 1 F i F m.i p , q 1 ii i
Then b g C9 for some i.i
 . Ç ÇProof. Say g s i, j , so j y i F s y s , and put g 9 s a q b qq p 1
 .  .Ç??? qb . If m s 1, then g 9 s a is either i, i q 1 or j y 1, j and bmy 1 1
 .  .is either i q 1, j or i, j y 1 . Since a g P it follows that b g C ,l 1 p, q
and since j y i y 1 - j y i it follows that b g CX .1 p, q
Now suppose that m ) 1. If b g C9, then we're done. So suppose thatm
 .  .  .b f C9. Now either g 9 s i, i9 and b s i9, j g C , or g 9 s i9, jm m r , q
 .  .and b s i, i9 g C . In either case, p - r - q. If g 9 s i, i9 andm p, r
 .b s i9, j g C , then j y i F s y s and jyi9ss ys , so i9y iFm r , q q p q r
s y s . Thus g 9 g C, and so b g C9 for some i F m y 1 by induction. Ifr p i
 .  .g 9 s i9, j and b s i, i9 g C , then a similar argument gives them p, r
result. This completes the proof of the lemma.
 .  .It follows from Formula 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 that if i, j g C, then
 .each summand in f has a factor of the form x with k, l g C9, so fÇi, j k , l i, j
 < . 4is in the ideal generated by x k, l g C9 . This completes the proof ofÇk , l
Proposition 2.3.
THEOREM 2.6. Suppose w g W l. Then w g C l if and only if C :
 y1 .N w .
 y1 .  .  .  y1 .Proof. First, if C : N w , then l w s l x q l x w and it fol-l l
w xlows from 2, Proposition 2.3 that dim V F dim V , so using Propositionx wl
2.3 we see that w is in C l.
For the converse, we need some notation and a lemma. Define m sp, q
 < . 4  .span e i, j g F , and fix p, q, i , and j so that s q i , s q ji, j p, q 0 0 py1 0 qy1 0
X  .is in C _ C . Notice that s q j y s q i s s y s , so j yp, q p, q qy1 0 py1 0 p q 0
 .i sl yl and i sl yl q j G j . Define Gs s q i, s q j g0 q p 0 p q 0 0 py1 qy1
< .4  < 4F i ) i or j - j , n s span e g g G , and let p : m ª n be thep, q 0 0 g p, q
projection that sends e to 0 for b not in G. Also, define f : m ª mb p, q p, q
 .by f s ad u y 1 .l
 < .LEMMA 2.7. With the preceding notation, dim ker p (f s l y 1.n q
Proof. To simplify the subscripts put e s e for the rest ofÄi, j s qi, s qjpy 1 qy1
 < 4this proof, so e 1 F i F l , 1 F j F l is the basis of m consisting ofÄi, j p q p, q
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root vectors. The action of f on this basis is given by
¡e y e if i ) 1; j - l ,Ä Äiy1, j i , jq1 q
e if i ) 1; j s l ,Äiy1, j q~f e s 2.8 .Ä .i , j ye if i s 1; j - l ,Äi , jq1 q¢0 if i s 1; j s l .q
 .A straightforward computation using 2.8 shows that
j ya0
<ker p (f s span e ,Än k , aqky1
ks1
l yj qby1q 0
e N 1 F a F j y 1, 1 F b F l y j .Ä i qk , j qbqky1 0 q 00 0 5
ky1
 < .Thus dim ker p (f s l y 1 as desired.n q
l  .  < .Now suppose w g W . Define m w s span e i, j g F lp, q i, j p, q
 y1 .4  .N w , and let p : m ª m w be the projection that sends e to 0w p, q p, q b
 y1 . w x  .for b in F _ N w . It is shown in 2, Theorem 3.4 that if d w isp, q
 .  .defined by d w s  dim ker p (f N , where the sum is over pw m w . 1p , q1 1
 .and q with 1 F p - q F a, then dim V F d w .1 1 1 w
 y1 .  y1 .Assume that C ­ N w , and fix p and q so that C ­ N w . Ifp, q
 y1 .  y1 .Ç Ça g P , b f N w , and a q b g F, then a q b f N w sincel
y1 . qw a g F . Since every root in F is obtained by adding a nonnega-p, q
 . tive linear combination of roots in P to s , s it follows that C _Äl p q p, q
X .  y1 .  .  X .C _ N w / B. Suppose s q i , s q j g C _ C _p, q py1 0 qy1 0 p, q p, q
 y1 .  < .N w . If G, n , and p : m ª n are as above, then dim ker p (f snp, q
y1 .  .l y 1. Notice that F l N w : G, so m w : n. Define f sq p, q p, q
<  y1 .  < . 4p (f and G9 s G _ N w , n9 s span e i, j g G9 . Let p : n ªÄn i, j
 .  .m w be the projection that sends e to 0 for i, j f G9. Then n9 is ap, q i, j
 .  < .f-stable complement to m w in n. Thus dim ker p (f FÄ m w .p, q p, q
 . < <dim ker f s l y 1. But p ( f s p ( f , soÄ m w . m w .q wp , q p , q
 < .  .dim ker p (f - l . It follows that d w -  l s dim B ,m w .w q p - q q up, q 1 1 1 l
so w f C l. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.6.
 y1 .  y1 .For y and w in W, define y F w if N y : N w . Then F is ar r
partial order on W known as the right weak order. It is easily seen that
 .  .  .y F w if and only if w s yx for some x g W with l w s l y q l x . Ther
covering relations for F are the relations of the form w - ws withr
 .  . ll w F l ws for w in W and s a simple reflection. Moreover, W is an
interval in F with minimal element the identity and maximal elementr
w w .l 0
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COROLLARY 2.9. The right cell C l is an inter¨ al in the right weak order
with minimal element x and maximal element w w .l l 0
Proof. This is a restatement of Theorem 2.6.
Our final characterization of the elements in C l will be in terms of a
variant of the notion of a standard Young tableau. This characterization
will be useful in the next section in which we define the involution, r, of
C l. Define a right-justified standard tableau with shape l to be a right-
 4justified tableau with entries 1, . . . , n ; rows of lengths l , . . . , l ;1 a
and having the property that the rows increase from left to right and
the columns decrease from top to bottom. If T is any tableau with
 4  .entries 1, . . . , n , then the row word of T , denoted v T , is the word
obtained from T by reading the entries from left to right and from top to
 .bottom as in English . If T has rows of length l , . . . , l , then T will1 a p, j
 .denote the jth entry in the pth row of T. Thus v T is defined precisely
 .  .by v T s T . We will identify v T with a permutation by the rules qj p, jpy 1
 . .  .v T i s v T , 1 F i F n.i
2 5 6  .1 4EXAMPLE. If T s , then v T s 2 5 6 1 4 3.
3
THEOREM 2.10. Let w be in W. Then w is in C l if and only if wy1 is the
row word of a right-justified standard tableau with shape l.
Proof. By Theorem 2.6 it suffices to show that wy1 is the row word of a
right-justified standard tableau with shape l if and only if w g W l and
 y1 .C : N w .
l  y1 .Suppose w g W and C : N w . Define a right-justified tableau, T ,
y1 . y1by putting T s w s q j for 1 F p F a and 1 F j F l . Then wp, j py1 p
is the row word of T , T has shape l, and we need to show that T is
standard. Fix p and consider the pth row of T. Since w g W l we have
y1 . q y1 .w a g F for all a g P . Thus, for 1 F j - l , w s q j -l p py1
y1 .w s q j q 1 , so T - T and the pth row of T is increasing.py1 p, j p, jq1
 .Next, for j s 0, . . . , a, the a y j th column of T is T ,1, l y j1
T , . . . , T X , so we need to show that T ) T forX2, l yj l , l yj p, l yj pq1, l yj2 j l p pq1jX  .1 F p F l . But s q l y j, s q l y j g C and C :j py1 p p pq1 p, pq1
 y1. y1 . y1 .N w , so T s w s q l y j ) w s q l y j sp, l yj py1 p p pq1p
T , as desired.pq1, l yjpq 1
Conversely, suppose T is a right-justified standard tableau with shape l
 .and consider v T . Since the rows of T are increasing it follows that
 . . q  .y1 l  .v T a g F for all a g P , so v T g W . Suppose i, j g C .l p, q
Say i s s q i and j s s q j . Then j y i F s y s , so j y i Fpy1 0 qy1 0 q p 0 0
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 . .l y l F 0. Thus j F i and so v T i s T ) T ) T sq p 0 0 p, i p, j q, j0 0 0
 . .  .   ..   ..v T j . Hence i, j g N v T and so C : N v T . This completes the
proof of Theorem 2.10.
3. INVOLUTIONS
If g is a matrix, t g will denote the transpose of g. Notice that if s in W
is any reflection, considered as a matrix, then tsy1 s s. Thus t wy1 s w for
 . t y1all w in W. Define t : G ª G by t g s w g w , so t is an involutionl 0
of G.
 .  . y1LEMMA 3.1. Suppose g g G. Then t gB st g B. Moreo¨er, g u g gl
 .y1  .B if and only if t g u t g g B.l
Proof. First, suppose b g B. Then
t gb s w t gy1 t by1 w .  . .l 0
s w t gy1 w w t by1 w .  .l 0 0 0
s t g w t by1 w . .  .0 0
t y1  .  .  .  .Since w b w is in B, it follows that t gb g t g B, so t gB s t g B.0 0
Next, w u w st u , sol l l l
y1 t t y1t g u t g s w g w u w g w .  .  . .  .l 0 l l l 0
s w t g t u t gy1 w .0 l 0
s w t gy1 u g w . .0 l 0
 .y1  . t y1 .Thus, t g u t g g B if and only if w g u g w g B, which is ifl 0 l 0
and only if gy1 u g g B since w tBw s B. This completes the proof ofl 0 0
Lemma 3.1.
It follows from Lemma 3.1 that t induces an involution of the variety
GrB which stabilizes B . We will denote the induced involution of Bu ul l
also by t .
l y  y . yFor w g W define V s U wBrB l B , where U is the group ofw ul
strictly lower triangular invertible matrices. Recall that w ¬ w ww is anl 0
involution of W l which is order-reversing for the Bruhat order.
l  . yLEMMA 3.2. If w g W , then t V s V .w w w wl 0
Proof. Let P be the standard parabolic subgroup containing L andl l
let U be the unipotent radical of P . Suppose uwB g B . Thenl l ul
t uwB s w t uy1 ww B s w t uy1 w w ww B. .  . .l 0 l l l 0
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We may assume that u g U . Then t uy1 gtU . Since tU is the unipotentl l l
radical of the parabolic subgroup of G opposed to P that contains L ,l l
it follows that w normalizes tU . Hence w t uy1 w gtU : Uy, and sol l l l l
 . y lt V : V . Now B is the disjoint union of the V 's, for w in W andw w w w u wl 0 l
 . y y lt V : V . It follows that for y g W, V / B if and only if y g W .w w w w yl 0
Thus B is the disjoint union of the Vy 's for y g W l, so it must be thatu yl
 . yt V s V . This completes the proof of Lemma 3.2.w w w wl 0
l  .Now suppose that w is in C . Then t X is an irreducible componentw
l  .of B , so we can define an involution, r, of C by t X s X . Inu w r w .l
order to understand r, we will need to use some arguments involving the
variety of full flags in C n.
Recall that F is the variety of full flags in C n. If F is in F, then F willi
denote the component of F of dimension i for 1 F i F n. Define a flag,
std std  4F , by F s span e , . . . , e , where e , . . . , e is the standard basis ofj 1 j 1 n
n  .  .C . For g g G and F g F, gF denotes the flag defined by gF s g F .i i
Then gB ¬ gF std is a G-equivariant isomorphism from GrB to F. Denote
the subvariety of flags fixed by u by F .l l
w x w xAs noted in the introduction, Spaltenstein 9 and Steinberg 13 have
defined maps p : F ª SYT and p 9: F ª SYT as follows. Suppose thatl l l l
 .F is in F . Then p F is the standard Young tableau with shape ll
determined by the condition that for 1 F i F n, the shape of the subdia-
 .  4gram of p F containing 1, . . . , i is the same as the partition of i which
gives the Jordan form of the linear transformation induced by u onl
n  .C rF . Similarly, p 9 F is the standard Young tableau with shape lny i
 .determined by the condition that the shape of the subdiagram of p 9 F
 4containing 1, . . . , i is the same as the partition of i which gives the
<Jordan form of u .Fl i
The closures of the fibres of p and p 9 are irreducible components of
B , so p and p 9 determine functions from the set of irreducible compo-ul
nents of B to SYT . Thus we can consider p and p 9 as functions fromu ll
C l to SYT . Suppose X and Y are irreducible components in B . Thenl ul
X = Y is a subvariety of GrB = GrB, and there is a unique w g W with
 .the property that the G orbit of B, wB intersected with X = Y is dense
w xin X = Y. Steinberg 13, Theorem 1.1 has shown, that if w, X, and Y are
 .  .  .  y1 .related in this way, then p 9 X s P w and p 9 Y s P w . It is easily
w x  .seen 2, Proposition 4.2 that if we take X to be the closure of Z u BrBG l
l  .  .and w g C , then the G orbit of B, wB intersected with Z u BrB =G l
 .  .  y1 .X is dense in Z u BrB = X , so p 9 X s P w .w G l w w
In order to describe the involution r of C l explicitly, we first need
to relate p and p 9. This answers a question left open by Spaltenstein
w x10, II.5.21 .
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THEOREM 3.3. Considered as maps from C l to SYT , p 9r s p .l
Proof. For the proof we will need several lemmas.
For now, fix w in C l. By Theorem 2.10, wy1 is the row word of a
 .right-justified standard tableau. Thus, w 1 s s , where p is such thatÄp
1 F p F a and l ) l . Notice that p is also fixed. Define a partitionp pq1
l p. of n y 1 by
l , if i / p ,i p.l si  l y 1, if i s p.i
 4 nRecall that e , . . . , e is the standard basis of C . Suppose that uwB1 n
 .in V and u has the property that u e s e . Let u be the ma-w w1. w1. 1
 . y1trix obtained from u by deleting the w 1 row and column. If w is
considered as a word i ??? i in the letters 1 through n, then1 n$
 .  .  .  .i y 1 ??? i y 1 ??? i y 1 where ? means delete is a word in theÃ1 s nÄp $
 .  .  .letters 1 through n y 1, so i y 1 ??? i y 1 ??? i y 1 defines a per-1 s nÄp
mutation in S . We will denote the inverse of this permutation by w .ny1 1
Precisely, w is defined by1
w k q 1 , if 1 F w k q 1 F w 1 y 1, .  .  .
w k s .1  w k q 1 y 1, if w 1 q 1 F w k q 1 F n. .  .  .
std  .Let F s uwF . Then F is the span of the w 1 column of u, so by our1
assumption on u, F is spanned by e . We wish to consider the ``quotient1 w1.
flag,'' FrF .1
nDefine e g C rF , for 1 F i F n y 1, byi 1
e q F , if 1 F i F w 1 y 1, .i 1
e si  e q F , if w 1 F i F n y 1. .iq1 1
 4  4Thus e , . . . , e is obtained from e q F , . . . , e q F by removing1 ny1 1 1 n 1
 4e q F . Clearly, e , . . . , e is a Jordan basis for the linear transfor-w1. 1 1 ny1
mation of C nrF induced by u , and if we identify C nrF with C ny1 using1 l 1
this basis, the matrix of the map induced by u on C nrF is u  p..l 1 l
 4  .For a tableau, T , with entries 1, . . . , n , let D T denote the tableaun
obtained from T by deleting n. Also, let B be the set of invertible upper1
 .  p.triangular matrices in GL C and let p be the map from F tony1 1 l
SYT  p. defined by the scheme used to define p .l
LEMMA 3.4. Using the abo¨e identification of C nrF with C ny1, the flag1
 .FrF is identified with the coset u w B . In particular, p u w B s1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
  ..D p uwB .n
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Proof. To show that FrF is identified with u w B it suffices to show1 1 1 1
 .  .that for 2 F j F n, F rF is spanned by the w 1 , . . . , w j y 1 columns ofj 1 1 1
u . Thus it suffices to show that1
n ny1
u e q F s u e for 2 F j F n. .  .  i , w jy1i , w j. i 1 1 i1
is1 is1
However, this last statement is equivalent to the statements
u s u , if 1 F i F w 1 y 1, .  . .i , w jy1i , w j. 1 1
u s u , if w 1 F i F n y 1, .  . .i , w jy1iq1, w j. 1 1
which follow from a case-by-case argument using the definitions. We will
omit the details.
Since FrF can be identified with u w B in such a way that the action1 1 1 1
of u on C nrF corresponds to the action of u  p. on C ny1, it follows thatl 1 l
 .  p.p u w B is the standard Young tableau associated with the u -stable1 1 1 1 l
flag FrF . But by construction, the standard Young tableau associated1
 .with FrF is obtained from p uwB by deleting n. This completes the1
proof of Lemma 3.4.
w xWe now use an argument due to Spaltenstein 9 to relate an arbitrary
element of V to one of the form discussed in the preceding paragraphs.w
So suppose w g C l and uwB is any element in V . Let p and l p. retainw
std  .the same meaning as above. Put F s uwF , so F is spanned by the w 11
column of u.
Since F is u -stable, it follows that F is in the kernel of u y 1. Let ¨l 1 l
 . p jbe the w 1 column of u, so ¨ s  u e . Define ¨ sqs1 s , s sÄ Ä Äq p q
 py1u e for 1 F j F l . Notice that l G l when q - p, soqs1 s , s s qj p q pÄ Äq p qy1
s q j F s when q - p and j F l . Define z g G byqy1 q p
e if i / s q j for all j with 1 F j F l ,i py1 p
z e s .i j e y ¨ if i s s q j.s qj py1py 1
 .  .LEMMA 3.5. With the abo¨e notation, z g Z u and zu e s e .U l s sÄ Äp p
Proof. Both conclusions follow easily from the definitions. For the first,
it is easiest to check that zu and u z agree on the standard basis of C n.l l
We will omit the details.
Our next goal is to prove the results analogous to Lemma 3.4 and
Lemma 3.5 with p replaced by p 9 and V replaced by Vy . We keep w,w w w wl 0
p, and l p. as above, and to simplify the notation we set w9 s w ww .l 0
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Suppose first that u9w9B in Vy and u9 has the property thatw 9
t  . std Xu9 e s e . Put F9 s u9w9F . Then F is the span of thew 9n. w 9n. ny1
 .  .w9 1 , . . . , w9 n y 1 columns of u9. We wish to consider the subflag F s
 X X .F , . . . , F of F9.0 ny1
 . XLEMMA 3.6. If i / w9 n , then e g F .i ny1
Proof. First, notice that by our assumption on u9 we have uX s 0w 9n., j
 . X  .  .for j / w9 n . By definition, F is spanned by the w9 1 , . . . , w9 j columnsj
 .  .of u9. Suppose that 1 F i F n and i / w9 n . If w9 n s n, then the result
 . Xis clear. Otherwise, w9 n - n and e g F . It follows by recursionn ny1
 . Xusing that u9 is lower triangular that e , . . . , e are all in F . Ifn w 9n.q1 ny1
 .  .i - w9 n , then by hypothesis the w9 i column of u9 is e qw 9 i.
w 9n.y1 uX e q n uX e . It follows by recursion, startingjsw 9 i.q1 j, w 9 i. j jsw 9n.q1 j, w 9 i. j
 . Xwith i s w9 n y 1, that e , . . . , e are all in F . This completes1 w 9n.y1 ny1
the proof of Lemma 3.6.
X  .Let u be the matrix obtained from u9 by deleting the w9 n row and1
 .y1column. If w9 is considered as a word i ??? i in the letters 1 through1 n
n, then the word obtained by deleting n defines a permutation of n y 1.
We will denote the inverse of this permutation by wX . Precisely, wX is1 1
defined by
w9 k , if 1 F w9 k F w9 n y 1, .  .  .Xw k s .1  w9 k y 1, if w9 n q 1 F w9 k F n. .  .  .
XDefine e for 1 F i F n y 1 byi
e , if 1 F i F w9 n y 1, .iXe si  e , if w9 n F i F n y 1. .iq1
X X 4  4Thus e , . . . , e is obtained from e , . . . , e by deleting e , and1 ny1 1 n w 9n.
X X X ny1X 4 <e , . . . , e is a Jordan basis for u . If we identify F with CF1 ny1 l ny1ny 1
< X  p.using this basis, the matrix of u is u . As above, let B be the set ofFl l 1ny 1
 . Xinvertible upper triangular matrices in GL C . Let p be the map fromny1 1
F  p. to SYT  p. defined by the scheme used to define p 9.l l
LEMMA 3.7. Using the abo¨e identification of FX with C ny1, the flagny1
X X X X .F s F , . . . , F is identified with the coset u w B . In particular,0 ny1 1 1 1
X X X .   ..p u w B s D p 9 u9w9B .1 1 1 1 n
X XProof. To show that F is identified with u w B it suffices to show that1 1 1
X X  . X  . Xfor 1 F j F n y 1, F is spanned by the w 1 , . . . , w j columns of u .j 1 1 1
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Thus, it suffices to show that for 1 F j F n y 1,
n ny1
X X X
Xu e s u e . .  .  i , w ji , w 9 j. i 1 i1
is1 is1
This last statement follows directly from the definitions. We will omit the
details.
X XSince F can be identified with u w B in such a way that the action of1 1 1
u on FX corresponds to the action of u  p. on C ny1, it follows thatl ny1 l
X X X .  p.p u w B is the standard Young tableau associated with the u -stable1 1 1 1 l
flag F. But by construction, the standard Young tableau associated with F
 .is obtained from p 9 u9w9B by deleting n. This completes the proof of
Lemma 3.7.
We will now relate an arbitrary element of Vy to one of the formw 9
discussed above and begin to relate p to p 9. Suppose w, w9, p, and l p.
y  .are as above, but u9w9B is an arbitrary element in V . Then t u9w9B sw 9
t .y1  .uwB, where u s w u9 w . Define z g Z u as in the paragraphl l U l
 . t y1preceding Lemma 3.5, so zu e s e . Put z9 s w z w .w1. w1. l l
 .LEMMA 3.8. With the preceding notation, z9 g Z y u andU l
t . .z9u9 e s e .w 9n. w 9n.
Proof. Both statements follow directly from the definitions and the fact
that w u w st u . We will omit the details.l l l l
It is well known that for w g W, every element in O can be writtenw
uniquely in the form uwB, where u is in the product of the positive root
subgroups made negative by wy1. In the following we will assume that
elements of O are written in this form. Next, with w, w9, p, and l p. allw
 . y yfixed, define z : V ª V by z uwB s zuwB and z 9: V ª V byw w w 9 w 9
 .z 9 u9w9B s z9u9w9B, where z and z9 are defined as above. Notice that z
is well defined and that we have suppressed the dependence of z on u.
Clearly z 9t s tz , pz s p , and p 9z 9 s p 9. It follows from Lemma 3.5 and
 .  <  . 4  y.Lemma 3.8 that z V s uwB g V u e s e and z 9 V sw w w1. w1. w 9
 <t  . 4  .u9w9B g V u9 e s e . Finally, define h: z V ª V byw 9 w 9n. w 9n. w w1
 .  y. y  . X XXh uwB s u w B and h9: z 9 V ª V by h u9w9B s u w B , where1 1 1 w 9 w 1 1 11
u , w , uX , and wX are as above. Let t be the involution of B defined1 1 1 1 1 u  p.l
by the scheme used to define t .
LEMMA 3.9. With the preceding notation, h9t s t h.1
 .  .  .Proof. Recall that w 1 s s and w9 n s w w 1 s s . It is easilyÄp l p
 . t  .seen that if u e s e , then u9 e s e and so h9t is defined.w1. w1. w 9n. w 9n.
 .  .  .Now fix uwB in z V , so u e s e . Then t h uwB sw w 1. w 1. 1
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w  p.t uy1 w  p.w w ny1B , where w ny1 is the longest element in S andl 1 l 1 0 1 0 ny1
 .  t y1 .X X  t y1 .Xh9t uwB s w u w w B , where w u w is obtained froml l 1 1 1 l l 1
t y1  .w u w by deleting the w9 n row and column.l l
Thus to show that h9t s t h, it suffices to show that w  p.w w ny1 s wX1 l 1 0 1
t y1  t y1 .X p.  p.and w u w s w u w .l 1 l l l 1
It follows directly from the definitions that w  p.w w ny1 s wX . We willl 1 0 1
t y1  t y1 .X p.  p.sketch the matrix calculation that shows w u w s w u w .l 1 l l l 1
Write u in block form with diagonal blocks of size s , l , andpy1 p
n y s q 1, respectively. Then u has the formp
a b c
0 I eu s , 00 0 f
where I is the l = l identity matrix. Similarly, write w in block form, sop p l
w has the forml
m 0 01
0 m 0w s ,2l  00 0 m3
where m , m , and m are suitable permutation matrices. Then w t uy1 w1 2 3 l l
has the form
m tay1 m 0 01 1
t ty1 y1w u w s .m ya b m I 0 .l l 2 1
t t t 0y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1m a bef y a f m m ef m m f m .  .3 1 3 2 3 3
 t y1 .X t y1  .Since w u w is obtained from w u w by deleting the w9 n rowl l 1 l l
 t y1 .Xand column, w u w has the forml l 1
Xt y1w u w .l l 1
m tay1 m 0 01 1
rt y1m ya b m I 0 .s , .2 1
ct t t 0y1 y1 y1 y1 y1 y1m a bef y a f m m ef m m f m .  . .3 1 3 2 3 3
 t y1 . . r t y1 .where m ya b m is obtained from m ya b m by deleting the2 1 2 1
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 t y1 . .c t y1 .last row and m ef m is obtained from m ef m by deleting the3 2 3 2
 t y1 .Xlast column. Notice that w u w has diagonal blocks of size s ,l l 1 py1
l y 1, and n y s q 1.p p
Similarly, writing u and w  p. in block form with diagonal blocks of size1 l
s , l y 1, and n y s q 1, it follows that w  p.t uy1 w  p. has the formpy1 p p l 1 l
w  p.t uy1 w  p.l 1 l
m tay1 m 0 01 1
tX y1 c1s ,m ya b m I 0 .2 1
t t tX 0y1 c r y1 y1 y1 r y1 y11 1 1m a b e f y a f m m e f m m f m .  .3 1 3 2 3 3
where bc1 is obtained from b by deleting the first column, er1 is obtained
from e by deleting the first row, and w  p. has diagonal blocks m , mX , andl 1 2
m .3
Hence, it suffices to prove
 . X t y1 c1. t y1 .1 m ya b m is obtained from m ya b m by deleting the2 1 2 1
last row,
 . t r1 y1 . X t y1 .2 m e f m is obtained from m ef m by deleting the last3 2 3 2
column, and
 . t y1 c1 r1 y1 y1 y1. t y1 y1 y1 y1.3 m a b e f y a f m s m a bef y a f m .3 1 3 1
The proofs of all three statements are straightforward. For the third it is
 .necessary to use the assumption that u e s e , so the first column ofw1. w1.
b consists of zeroes. This completes the proof of Lemma 3.9.
For T a standard Young tableau or a right-justified standard tableau, let
 .l T denote the length of the row of T containing n. Notice that if T 9 isn
another tableau with the same shape as T , then n appears in the same
 .  .spot in T and T 9 if and only if l T s l T 9 .n n
  ..   ..LEMMA 3.10. Suppose uwB g V ; then l p 9t uwB s l p uwB .w n n
 .  .  .Proof. If h uwB s zuwB, then by Lemma 3.5, p uwB s p zuwB , so
  ..   .. stdl p uwB s l p zuwB . Put F s zuwF . Then again by Lemma 3.5,n n
  .. p.u induces u on FrF , so l p uwB s l . On the other hand, if u9,l l 1 n p
w9, and z9 are defined as in the paragraph preceding Lemma 3.9, then
 .  .   ..   ..p 9t uwB sp 9 z9u9w9B . Thus l p 9t uwB sl p 9 z9u9w9B . Put F9sn n
std < X   .. p.z9u9w9F , then by Lemma 3.8, u s u . Thus l p 9 z9u9w9B s l .Fl l n pny 1
This completes the proof of the lemma.
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.3 using induction on n. If
n s 1 the result is obvious. So suppose n ) 1 and uwB g V . It followsw
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  ..   ..from Lemma 3.10 that it suffices to show D p uwB s D p 9t uwB .n n
Recall that p , p X , and t are the maps corresponding to p , p 9, and t for1 1 1
 .GL C . Then we haveny1
D p uwB s D pz uwB since pz s p , .  . .  .n n
s p hz uwB by Lemma 3.4, .1
s p Xt hz uwB by induction, .1 1
s p Xh9z 9t uwB using that tz s z 9t and Lemma 3.9, .1
s D p 9z 9t uwB by Lemma 3.7, . .n
s D p 9t uwB since p 9z 9 s p 9. . .n
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3
 . lUsing Theorem 3.3 we can compute r w for w in C .
If T is any right-justified standard tableau with shape l, let w T denote0
  .  .4the left-justified tableau whose pth row has entries w T , . . . , w T .0 p, 1 0 p, l p
In other words, w T is the left-justified tableau obtained from T by0
applying w to all the entries and then reversing the order of the entries in0
each row so that they increase from left to right. It is easily seen that w T0
is a standard Young tableau.
2 5 6 1 2 5
1 4 3 6EXAMPLE. If T s , then w T s .03 4
THEOREM 3.11. If w g C l and T is the right-justified standard tableau
y1  .   .y1 .with w s v T , then w T s P r w .0
Proof. In this proof p, l p., and w will have the same meaning as in1
the proof of Theorem 3.3. We will need several lemmas.
 .    .y1 ..LEMMA 3.12. With the notation as abo¨e, l w T s l P r w .n 0 n
 .Proof. By definition, l w T is the length of the row of w T contain-n 0 0
ing n. But the row of w T containing n is the same as the row of T0
 .containing 1. Since w 1 s s it follows that the row of T containing 1 hasÄp
length l . On the other hand, if uwB g V , then it follows from Lemmap w
w x3.10, Steinberg's result 13, Theorem 1.1 , and the discussion preceding
   .y1 ..   ..  .Lemma 3.4 that l P r w s l p uwB s l . Therefore, l w T sn n p n 0
   .y1 ..l P r w , as desired.n
Next, define a right-justified standard tableau, T 9, with shape l p. by
T y 1, if q / p ,q , jXT sq , j  T y 1, if q s p ,p , jq1
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and let s  p. for q G 0 denote the partial sums of l p.. Thusq
s , if q - p ,q p.s sq  s y 1, if q G p.q
y1  .LEMMA 3.13. If T 9 and w are defined as abo¨e, then w s v T 9 .1 1
Proof. The lemma follows from the description of how the word for
wy1 is obtained from that for w, given after the statement of Theorem 3.3.1
We will omit the details.
Recall that w ny1 is the longest element in S .0 ny1
ny1  .LEMMA 3.14. With the preceding notation, w T 9 s D w T .0 n 0
Proof. This result follows immediately from the definitions and the
discussion preceding Theorem 3.11. We will omit the details.
We can now complete the proof of Theorem 3.11. We will use induction
 .on n, the result in case n s 1 being obvious. By Lemma 3.12, l w T sn 0
   .y1 ..  .    .y1 ..l P r w , so it suffices to show that D w T s D P r w . Wen n 0 n
consider p , p 9, and t as functions on C l. By Theorem 3.3, p 9t s p , so
y1
p w s p 9t w s p 9 r w s P r w . ) .  .  .  .  . .  .
Now we have
y1D P r w s D p w by ) , .  .  . . . /n n
s p w by Lemma 3.4, .1 1
y1s P r w by ) , .  . .1 1
s w ny1T 9 by Lemma 3.13 and induction,0
s D w T by Lemma 3.14. .n 0
This completes the proof of Theorem 3.11.
w xWe end by relating r to an involution r defined by Mathas 7 on anyÄ
right cell in any Weyl group. For this, let H be the generic Hecke algebra
w 1r2 y1r2 xof a root system of type A . Then H is a Z ¨ , ¨ -algebra, where ¨ny1
w xis an indeterminate. Our notation will be the same as in 3 , except that we
 < 4will use small Roman letters for the standard basis, t w g W , of H.w
 < 4  X < 4Recall that H has Kazhdan]Lusztig bases C w g W and C w g W .w w
w x XMathas 6, Lemma 3.5 has shown that C C is nonzero if and only if w isw wl
in W l. Define c s CX C for w in W l.w w wl
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Let H l be the right ideal in H generated by CX and let M l be thewlw xright ideal generated by c . Mathas 6, Theorem 5.3 has shown thatw wl 0
 < l4 l  < l4 lc w g W is a basis of H and c w g C is a basis of M . Moreover,w w
w xfor any w in W, Mathas 7, Theorem 3.1 has shown that if we write
 .C t s  f C , then there is a unique element, r w , in the sameÄw w y g W y, w y0
right cell as w with f / 0. Actually, f is computed explicitly,rw ., w r w ., wÄ Ä
.but we will not need this result. Thus r defines an involution on eachÄ
right cell in W. In particular, r defines an involution of C l.Ä
THEOREM 3.15. The in¨olutions r and r of C l are the same.Ä
Proof. Fix w in C l. We will prove the result using induction on n, the
w x  .case n s 1 being obvious. Then by 7, Section 3 r w is the uniqueÄ
l  .element of C which is in the same left cell as w ww . Thus r w is theÄ0 0
l   .y1 .  y1 .unique element in C satisfying P r w s P w w w . Hence itÄ 0 0
  .y1 .  y1 .suffices to show that P r w s P w w w . Let ``ev'' be Schutzen-0 0
 w x.  y1 .berger's evacuation map see 8, Section 3.11 . Then P w w w s0 0
  y1 .. w xev P w by 8, Theorem 3.11.4 , so by Theorem 3.11, if T is the
y1  .right-justified standard tableau with w s v T , it suffices to show that
  y1 ..ev P w s w T.0
 .  .Let p be defined by w 1 s s , so l w T s l . For a tableau T 9 letÄp n 0 p
 . w x   .D T 9 be defined as in 8, Section 3.11 . Roughly speaking, D T 9 is
obtained from T 9 by deleting the smallest entry in T 9 and then playing
.    y1 ...Schutzenberger's jeu de taquin. Then l ev P w is determined by then
 y1 .   y1 ..difference between the shape of P w and the shape of D P w . If
w and l p. are defined as in the beginning of the proof of Theorem 3.3,1
w x   y1 ..  y1 .then it follows from 8, Proposition 3.11.3 that D P w s P w .1
 y1 .  p.    y1 ...  .Since P w has shape l , we have l ev P w s l s l w T . Let1 n p n 0
T 9 be defined as in the proof of Theorem 3.11; then
D ev P wy1 s ev D P wy1 since ev is defined recursively, .  . .  . .n
y1 w xs ev P w by 8, Proposition 3.11.3 , . .1
s w ny1T 9 by induction,0
s D w T by Lemma 3.14. .n 0
 y1 .Thus ev P w s w T , as desired. This completes the proof of0
Theorem 3.15.
APPENDIX
In this appendix we give a combinatorial approach to the various
characterizations of C l in Section 2 due to Matthew Dyer. This approach
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has the advantages of being elementary and elegant; however, the link with
B is not exploited.ul
The main results in Section 2 are concisely stated in the following
theorem.
THEOREM A.1. Suppose l is a partition of n and w g W. Then the
following are equi¨ alent:
 . l1 w g C ,
 . l  y1 .2 w g W and C : N w ,
 . y13 w is the row word of a right-justified standard tableau with
shape l,
 . w x4 w is in the inter¨ al x , c in the right weak order.l w wl 0
 .  .Proof. The equivalence of 2 and 3 is proved in Theorem 2.10. It
 .  .follows easily from that proof that N x s C and, thus, 2 is equivalentl
 .  .  .to 4 . We will conclude the proof by showing that 1 is equivalent to 3 .
Before proving the next result, which is a generalization of the equiva-
 .  .lence of 1 and 3 , we need some definitions. First, define a partial
tableau to be a tableau with distinct, nonnegative, but not necessarily
consecutive, integer entries. A partial tableau is standard if its entries
increase along the rows from left to right and along the columns from top
to bottom. A right-justified partial tableau is standard if its entries increase
along the rows from left to right and decrease along the columns from top
w x  .to bottom. Also, as in 8 , let P, Q denote the Robinson]Schensted
insertion and recording tableau, considered as maps from finite sequences
of distinct positive integers to pairs of standard partial tableaux of the
same shape. Other notation will be as in Section 2; in particular, T l is the
standard tableau of shape l whose row word is the identity.
 .  y1 .  .  .Since Q w s P w for w g W, the equivalence of 1 and 3 is an
obvious corollary of the following result.
THEOREM A.2. Suppose l is a partition of n, T is a right-justified partial
 .  . ltableau of shape l, and w s v T . Then Q w s T if and only if T is
standard.
Proof. If S is any standard partial tableau and q is a positive integer,
 .define a q-string in S to be a sequence, A s a - ??? - a , where a is1 q i
in the ith row of S. The q-string, A, will be called a terminal q-string if,
 .for any q-string, B s b - ??? - b , we have b F a for 1 F i F q. The1 q i i
following statements are easily checked using the definition of
Robinson]Schensted insertion.
 .A.3 Suppose S9 is a standard partial tableau and b is a positive
integer not in S9. Then, if b is inserted into S9 using the
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Robinson]Schensted insertion algorithm, a new cell is added in row q q 1
if and only if q is the maximum of the lengths of strings in S9 with first
entry larger than b.
 .  .A.4 In A.3 , let b s b - b - ??? - b be the insertion sequence0 1 q
of b and suppose S is the new tableau. Then b s b - b - ??? - b is a0 1 q
 .terminal q q 1 -string in S.
 .  .A.5 In A.4 , suppose a new entry, c, is inserted into S. If c - b,
 .  .then it follows from A.3 and A.4 that this insertion adds a new cell to S
in row p q 1 for some p ) q.
 .  .A.6 In A.4 , suppose a new entry, c, is inserted into S with
insertion sequence c s c - c - ??? - c . If c ) b and b and c are0 1 p i i
both defined, then b - c .i i
LEMMA A.7. Suppose S9 is a standard partial tableau with q rows and
 .terminal q-strings A s a - ??? - a for 1 F i F p satisfying a - ai i, 1 i, q i, k j, k
for i - j and a , . . . , a is the qth row of S9. Let S be the standard partial1, q p, q
tableau obtained by successi¨ e insertion of new entries, b , . . . , b , into S9.1 m
 .Then the difference, S _ S9, is the qq1 th row of S if and only if b -???-1
b , m F p, and b F a for 1 F j F m. Moreo¨er, if this is them myjq1 pyjq1, 1
case, then the insertion sequences of the b 's satisfy in S the conditions satisfiedj
by the A 's in S9.i
Proof. For 1 F i F m let S be the standard partial tableau obtainedi
from S9 by insertion of b , . . . , b , so S s S .1 i m
 .First, suppose that S _ S9 is the q q 1 th row of S. Then clearly m F p.
Let b s b - ??? - b be the insertion sequence of b for 1 F i F m. Iti i, 0 i, q i
 .  .follows from A.5 that b - ??? - b . It now follows from A.6 that if1 m
i - j, then b - b . For 1 F i F m, define r by b s a . Then i - ji, k j, k i i, q r , qi
implies that r - r and so r F p y m q i. For each i with 1 F i F m onei j i
sees in turn that A is still a terminal q-string in S and, hence, by ther iy1i
definition of the Robinson]Schensted insertion that b F a for j si, j r , ji
q, q y 1, . . . , 1. Therefore, b s b - b F a F a . Taking i si i, 0 i, 1 r , 1 pymqi, 1i
m y j q 1 we see that b F a for 1 F j F m as claimed.my jq1 pyjq1, 1
Conversely, suppose b - ??? - b , m F p, and b F a for1 m myjq1 pyjq1, 1
 .1 F j F m. Choose 1 F i - ??? - i F p so b - a and i , . . . , i is1 m j i , 1 1 mj
lexicographically minimal subject to these requirements. Let b s b -i i, 0
 .??? - b be the insertion sequence of b . It follows from A.6 thati, q ii
b - b for k less than or equal to the minimum of q and q . Forjy1, k j, k jy1 j
each successive j s 1, . . . , m, it is easily seen in turn that A is still ai j
 .q-string in S . Now, using A.3 , that b - a and that b - ??? - b ,jy1 j i , 1 1, q j, qj
 .we have q s q for all j, so S _ S9 is the q q 1 th row of S. Finally, usingj
 .A.4 and the definition of the Robinson]Schensted insertion it follows
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that b - a for 1 F k F q. Therefore, if the stated conditions hold,j, k i , kj
then the insertion sequences of the b 's satisfy the conditions in S9j
satisfied by the A 's in S. This completes the proof of the lemma.i
We can now complete the proof of the theorem using induction on the
number of rows of T , the case when T has only one row being obvious.
Suppose that q G 1 and that T is a right-justified partial tableau with
q q 1 rows. Let T 9 be the right-justified standard partial tableau obtained
  ..by deleting the last row of T , put S9 s P v T 9 , and suppose S9 has
  ..shape m. Let b , . . . , b be the last row of T so P v T is obtained by1 m
  .. linsertion of b , . . . , b into S9. Note that Q v T s T if and only if1 m
  .. mQ v T 9 s T and insertion of b , . . . , b into S9 adds m new cells to S91 m
  .. lall in row q q 1. Clearly, if T is standard, so is T 9. Also, if Q v T s T ,
then T 9 is standard by induction. Hence, it suffices to show that T is
standard if and only if insertion of b , . . . , b into S9 adds m new cells to1 m
S9 all in row q q 1.
Let A be the insertion sequence of the ith element of the last row ofi
T 9. Since T 9 is standard, these are q-strings in S9 satisfying the hypotheses
of Lemma A.7. Applying the lemma we see that insertion of b , . . . , b1 m
 .into S9 adds m new cells to S9 all in row q q 1 if and only if the q q 1 th
row of T is increasing and each entry in this row is less than the entry
immediately above it. Since T 9 is standard, this last statement is equivalent
to saying that T is standard. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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